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If there’s God on earth, it’s probably the woman. A juggler, a multi-tasker and forever
turning her can’ts into cans and dreams into plans; the woman is undermined in her
capacity to take on the world. At Select CITYWALK, we’re celebrating you, my lady for
all nothing other than simply being the wonderful person that you are. This edition of
CITYWALKER is a power-packed issue with famous women from all walks of life who
will inspire you to dig deep into yourself and discover your true calling. Women who have
excelled in the field of fashion, food, makeup and even travel back in the 1800s when it
was a male dominated society will encourage you to get going. We are raising a toast this
month to all the lovely women who make our world go round.
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Spring is here and with it comes all the minty newness. We have Massimo Dutti opening
doors at Select CITYWALK soon and we know you can’t wait! Apart from that, fresh
collections are in stores, eagerly waiting to be picked up and worn. From showing off the
shoulder, strutting about in easy denims to twirling about in pleats and ruffling some
feathers, fashion has really taken a perky and cheeky look this season. Dig into this palette
of trends and bring back that spring in your step after lolling about in heavy woollies the
past winter. Our spring decor at Select CITYWALK will inspire you to sing a song or go
strawberry picking or simply cruise our aisle for goodies and such.
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Have your fill of all the yummy-ness we offer at Select CITYWALK? If not, then here
is more. Our foodie recommends a spread to tempt both saints and sinners alike! This
spring we will continue to spring in pleasant surprises for our shoppers.
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Come and celebrate you with us!
Warm regards,
Team Select CITYWALK
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We want to hear from you.
Please write to us at citywalk@selectcitywalk.com
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/CALENDER
PLAN YOUR DAYS

MARK YOUR DATE

Set reminders and save alarms! Select CITYWALK has some exciting
and fun-filled events lined up for you in the coming months...

5th & 6th

March
Women’s Day Celebration

with Rashmi Anand

To celebrate a woman’s
spirit to fight and survive,
we’ve invited Rashmi
Anand, a social worker and
author to tell her story to
inspire and motivate women
all over to be empowered
and take charge of their
lives.

11th & 12th
March

Holy Cow
Music Festival
Select CITYWALK in collaboration
with Holy Cow Foundation is hosting
Holy Cow Music Fest that will have
delicious saatvik food and versatile
music from across the world.
Disclaimer: Dates are subject to change.
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13

March

FITNESS CONCERT

What are you doing about your fitness?
Select CITYWALK is hosting a fitness concert and
we insist you mark this day in your calendars.

15

March

SPRING DECOR
Spring is finally here and it’s time to pack the
woollies and bring out the sunshine-y and
trendy fare.

6-10
April
2nd & 3rd
April

BASANT MELA

HANDICRAFTS EXHIBITION

What’s basant without a mela and spring without a flea
market – nothing, we say. Come and enjoy our Basant
Mela. We have so much in store for you that’ll leave
you wanting more.

India and its handicrafts are celebrated world
over and we at Select CITYWALK are bringing
these handicrafts home to you with an exhibition
showcasing the best in the country.
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/STORES
NEW BRANDS

Back with a new look

These stores had some revamp on their minds and they pleasantly
surprised Select CITYWALK shoppers with a swanky facelift. Enjoy
shopping in the new season with these stores’ new collections & fresh looks!

PUMA

CHOKO LA

4
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ARMANI JEANS

COMING SOON...
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SWAROVSKI

/ADVERTORIAL

SUPER WOMAN

Though it is her beauty that dazzles us but there is more to
this supermodel than what meets the eye. Associated with
charities of different kinds, Miranda Kerr is a woman of
substance in her own right
When asked what her greatest achievement is to date
Miranda answers with true certainty “Becoming a
mother.” In September 2010, Miranda released her debut
book: Treasure Yourself with an aim to encourage young
women to embrace their individuality and listen to their
hearts. Treasure Yourself has been consistently on the best
sellers list of books in Australia and is now being translated
into nine different languages. In September 2011, the
book was selected as one of the top 50 books in Australia
under the Australian government’s “Get Reading Initiative”
programme. Miranda’s passion for charity has seen her
donate her time and lend her image to causes such as Kids
Helpline, The Koala Foundation and Earth Hour. Miranda is
an advocate for all things natural, healthy and organic. She
believes that every individual has a role to play in protecting
the planet for future generations and adopts sustainability
practices in her everyday life.
“My grandmother always told me that it’s good luck to
mix silver and gold,” the supermodel told Elle.com while
discussing her new jewelry line, a two-part collaboration
with Swarovski. Centred around mixing rose and white gold
plating, sterling silver, and colourful crystals, the line is full of
delicate pieces that Kerr would wear herself. Her line signifies
freedom, grace, love, strength and love and is a reminder of
how women must shine on in their own right.
(Pamper yourself with Swarovski jewels at Select CITYWALK’s
Swarovski store this Women’s Day)
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FASHION

/STYLE FILE

Show those
shoulders off
in this floral
beauty. Guess,

`10,999

Some
shoulder
show-off
in denim.
Guess,

`10,999

Wear this flowy
peasant blouson with
a flirty skirt. Guess

SPRING IS HERE!

Spring comes a-knockin’ and with it comes a bevy of trends - Neo
Victorian, Latino flounces, retro influences, bare backs & cold shoulder
words
Perfect for spring
is this white floral
dress. Guess,

`6,999

| Shruti Kothari

F

rom sensuous bare backs and lingerie
sheers to a whacky twist on the classic
Oxford white shirt, spring is all set to
splash big statements. So, if you’re looking
to amp up your work look or simply add
a dash of drama to regular fare, you’re covered. Take
these spring trends to town, girl!

The cold shoulder

Yep, give them the cold shoulder
if you know what’s in. This part
of the body has become the
hotspot of SS’16. Catwalks across
the globe brought shoulders out
this season. Off-shoulder tops,
shoulder cut-outs, simply exposed
shoulders, asymmetrical necklines,
no designer let them be.

This jumpsuit is
bound to bring
spring in your steps!
Guess, `9,999
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Pleated light coral pants with a crisp white
shirt. Mango, `4,590
Fluffy pink
and lightly
pleated, these
are ideal for
a Sunday
brunch.
Mango,

`5,590

We love those pleats on the
hem too. Zara, `1,790

Pretty pleats
Designers world over are taking the humble scholarly
pleat and giving it a makeover. Sculptural pleats, knife
pleats, box pleats and so much more are in order. The
pleat is sometimes austere and sometimes flirtatious.
Delicate pleats are taking over the large ones lending
a lot of swishy movement to the fabric and silhouette.
Wear with an over-sized top or skater style slip-on
trainers. Go geek-chic or boho – either way, pleats are
here to stay.

Knife pleats on this flared skirt
are perfect for tea with friends.
Mango, `5,390

Skater-esque skirt with pleats in
denims - that’s a lot of trends in
one tiny garb! Guess, `4,999

We love ‘em pleats anywhere!
Mango, `2,490

selectcitywalk.com March-April 2016
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FASHION

/STYLE FILE

Bring out the hippie in you
with this denim softly-ruffled
maxi. Guess
In creamy white and with
a ruffled neckline, this
outfit is a dream!
Forever New, `2,800

Let’s ruffle those red
feathers. Guess

Asymmetrical ruffles look
great on a maxi dress.
Forever New, `8,600

Neo Victorian meets Spain
Spain has taken over the fashion world with its flounces
and flamenco while stuffy Victorian ruffles are having their
day in the sun. This combo adds just the right amount of
flirty to any ensemble. Ruffles took form and shape from
feminine and whimsical to absolutely sculptural giving
structure and dimension to sheath dresses and tops. Add
them to sleeves, hemlines, necklines, pockets, button-downs
and just about anywhere!

Slightly ruffled here
and a tad pleated
there, this tea-length
skirt is perfect for
spring brunches.
Chumbak,`1,795

12

Pull up those ruffled
sleeves and get to work,
lady! Zara, `2,490

March-April 2016 selectcitywalk.com

Leave those skinnies behind
and embrace the newness
in denims. Guess, `6,999
Zipped, ripped
and in jumpsuit
avatar, denim just
got better. Guess,

`12,999

A hi-lo denim skirt is sure
to catch attention. Guess,

`6,999

Could denim get any
cuter! Guess, `4,990

EASY DENIM

Fashion loves its denims. This spring included boyfriend fits,
patchwork denim, denim culottes, flared jeans, denim dresses and
denim skirts. You can team just about any footwear with these from
trainers, ankle boots to sexy stilettos. The denim we are coveting
this spring is the denim dress. Wear with ankle boots or brogues
for a chic day out. Easy, breezy and yet denim, what’s not to love.

Give me a breezy denim
dress anyday! Guess,

`6,999

A denim all-weather
jacket is a must-have!
Guess, `7,999
This cross between a playsuit
and a jumpsuit is perfecto
to lounge around in. Guess,

`7,999

selectcitywalk.com March-April 2016
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WOMEN ACHIEVERS

FASHION
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COCO CHANEL
Fashion designer Coco Chanel, born August 19, 1883, in Saumur,
France, is famous for her timeless designs, trademark suits and
little black dresses. Chanel was raised in an orphanage and taught
to sew. She had a brief career as a singer before opening her
first clothes shop in 1910. In the 1920s, she launched her first
perfume and eventually introduced the Chanel suit and the little
black dress, with an emphasis on making clothes that were more
comfortable for women. She never married, having once said “I
never wanted to weigh more heavily on a man than a bird.” A little
more than a decade after her death, designer Karl Lagerfeld took
the reins at her company to continue the Chanel legacy.

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG
Diane von Furstenberg first entered the fashion
world in 1970 with a suitcase full of jersey dresses.
Four years later, she created the wrap dress, which
came to symbolize power and independence for
an entire generation of women. By 1976, she had
sold over a million of the dresses and was featured
on the cover of Newsweek. In 1997, after a hiatus
from fashion, Diane re-launched the iconic dress
that started it all, reestablishing her company as the
global luxury lifestyle brand that it is today. Diane
is married to Barry Diller. She has two children,
Alexander and Tatiana, and four grandchildren.
With all of her successes, Diane happily maintains,
“Children are my greatest creation.”
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RINA DHAKA
Rina Dhaka is a fashion designer, who made a promising entry
in the Indian fashion scene around late eighties, and from there
on she became the most creative and dynamic fashion designer
India has ever witnessed. Currently she is known more for her
innovative textile skills in Indian wear and her international
sensibilities for western outfits. She has been a dreamer ever
since her childhood and this has translated into her style of
work. After graduation she trained under Ivan Grundhall and
nurtured her dreams of being a fashion designer. Today she is
referred as the Gaultier of east by BBC, perfectly apt for her
innovative and in depth research based collections. She is the
fashion crusader of combining traditional Indian garments with
20th century modern fabrics like Lycra and jersey.

RITU KUMAR
Ritu, who began her work with four hand-block printers and
two tables in a small village in Kolkata forty years ago, was
the first woman to introduce the ‘boutique’ culture in India
under the brand name ‘Ritu’. She is one of India’s foremost
designers and has developed a style of her own that’s unique
and reflects the ancient traditions of Indian craftsmanship in
a contemporary vocabulary. With a background in art history
and museology, Ritu’s understanding of ancient designs
and the innovative use of traditional crafts has created a
new classicism. In her collections, she draws heavily from
the textile and embroidery heritage of India. She has also
introduced another style for the young buyer; a collection
that she says has ‘redefined traditional handwriting to meet
the changing needs of the new generation.

VERA WANG
Known for balancing modern designs with traditional
elegance, Vera Wang is arguably the most prominent designer
of bridal wear in America. Vera Wang was born on June 27,
1949, in New York City. A former figure skater, Wang was senior
fashion editor at Vogue for 15 years and then a design director
for Ralph Lauren. She designed her own wedding dress,
then opened a bridal boutique and soon launched her own
signature collection. Wang first received international attention
during the 1994 Olympics when she designed a hand-beaded
ensemble for figure skater Nancy Kerrigan. Now hugely
popular, she has a large Hollywood following and also designs
lingerie, jewelry and home products.

selectcitywalk.com March-April 2016
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L’AFFAIRE

/ADVERTORIAL

L’AFFAIRE
JUST

HAPPENED...
An abode of beauty , grace and
peacefulness...where once you enter a
soothing presence envelopes you...
and when you leave a little fragrance
stays with you...

16
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The winds of creation whirled
The heart sang in love
The whole of existence resonated in me...
I danced in ecstasy
Like a swaying tree
In surrender...
(Indulge in ethereal romance at L’affaire store at
Select CITYWALK)
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/STYLE FILE
BEAUTY SPOT

THE BEAUTY

REPORT

F

ashion weeks
globally tossed up
a broad array of
beauty inspiration
this season.
From the classic red pouts to
French-tipped nails and from
electric blue lines to flushed
cheeks, it is a medley of trends
that are sophisticated but with
a slight twist.

18

The blue liner is showing its
versatility, the ruby red lips
are pout pretty and a blush
that befits spring is surfacing.
Take note of these beauty
trends this 2016 as they are
here to stay.
words

| Shruti Tomar

Looking for
a crimson
colour to
swipe over
your pout?
Clinique

GO RED
Red lipstick is not all that revolutionary
as it is made out to be. But thing is when
it goes away and then comes back with a
bang, it brings people to the edge of their
seat. This makeup bag staple went from
brick red, oxblood red and ruby red to a
bold but moody red. This year, red of all
sorts was sent down the ramp celebrating
individuality.

What do Marilyn
Monroe, Gwen
Stefani, Adele
and Taylor
Swift have in
common? Their
signature red lip!
Bobbi Brown

This red shade
shines bright
like a diamond
on your lips.
MAC

Want a serious shot of colour
on your lips? Bobbi Brown

A different hue for those
rosy lips. Bobbi Brown
A shade of
reddish pink can
mean no harm
too. Bobbi Brown

selectcitywalk.com March-April 2016
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/STYLE FILE
BEAUTY SPOT

The 2016 palette is bright
and vivid. MAC

EYE SPY BLUE

Done up eyebrows speak
volumes. Bobbi Brown

spring. This could
Rock the blue eye this
g and bold for some,
be a colour that’s stron
works as a great pickbut the blue eyeliner
e simplest way to
Th
me-up for your eyes.
e the inner rim
lin
to
is
e
start wearing blu
kes the white part
of the lower lid. It ma
iter and needless to
of your eyes seem wh
ma. Wing it out at the
dra
say, it adds ample
k or wear it on your
corners for a retro loo
line thin and lending
top lash, keeping the
look to your eyes.
se
a slightly more inten

Eye opening
mascara line up
is the new rage.
Bobbi Brown

Quick liner can be
the perfect handy
make up tool for this
season’s blue magic.
Clinique

The quintessential eye brow
pencil. Bobbi Brown
Blue shadow
tint for eyes.
Clinique
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A SPRING BLUSH

A little goes a long
way. MAC

Abandon the bronzer and all those sculpting
tools because spring has brought with it a
blush like none other. Stash up on darling
peaches and rose pink blushes that will
bring an instant flush to your cheeks as
though you’ve just been kissed by the sun.
Ape that shine that you’d get after dancing
through the night for hours on end.

For just the right
amount of glow. Bobbi Brown
Moisturising cheek
colour balm for that
shiny glow. Clinique

Roses and peach can
paint the town red
for sure! MAC

Gel formulas for
ethereal highlights.
Clinique

selectcitywalk.com March-April 2016
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WOMEN ACHIEVERS
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ANU KAUSHIK
Anita Kaushik, popularly known as Anu was born and brought
up in Delhi with has a degree in Political Science Hons. from
Delhi University. Anu recognized her passion for makeup at the
very young age of 16 when she enrolled herself at a salon for a
self grooming course. The transformation that was brought about
in every face after a new hairstyle and makeup in that suburban
busy salon caught her fascination and she knew she wanted to
be a makeup artist. Hard work, dedication and zest soon brought
her to the top in the fashion industry. Her mantra has been makeup that’s you...only a little better!

BOBBI BROWN
The secret to beauty is simple: be who you are, said
Bobbi Brown. It all started with a simple idea –
natural looking makeup and a lipstick that looked like
lips. Before her company became synonymous with
fresh, clean and modern beauty, Bobbi built a cult
following in New York City as the go-to makeup artist
for the natural makeup look. For Bobbi, it started with
a desire to feel comfortable in her own skin. “When
I was a teenager I aspired to be tall, thin and blonde
like the popular models of the time. It was only
when I saw the movie Love Story and the actress Ali
McGraw with her dark hair and barely visible makeup
that I felt pretty. That’s how my makeup style was
born,” says Bobbi. After honing her makeup artistry
skills at Emerson College in Boston, Bobbi headed for
New York City to work as a professional makeup artist
and the rest, as we now it, is history.
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AMBIKA PILLAI
Ambika was born in a prominent family to a cashew exporter
Gopinath Pillai and Santha Gopinath Pillai in Kollam, Kerala.
She had a luxurious childhood by the backwaters of Kollam.
She started her career as a hair stylist and moved on to makeup
later. When Ambika started her first salon it was called Visions
by Ambika and it was only later she decided to develop it as a
brand. She is today a well-known name in the world of hair and
beauty, handling celebrity circuits, models, film stars, fashion
designers, publishers, socialites, etc. Besides being the most
sought after name for every fashion event in the capital, her turf
extends internationally as well with fashion shows in New York,
London, Paris, Singapore etc. Ambika has even tried her hand at
movies such as Taal doing Aishwarya Rai’s face.

PAT MCGRATH
From Northampton, England, Pat McGrath is considered one
of the top makeup artists in the world. She is currently Global
Cosmetics Creative Design Director for Procter and Gamble
behind some of the world’s most glamorous and powerful
make up brand names-Max Factor, CoverGirl, SK-II and the
recently launched Dolce and Gabbana. Previously, Giorgio
Armani hired Pat to design his makeup line. Constantly in
demand by top celebrities such as Madonna, Oprah, Jennifer
Lopez, Scarlett Johansson and Jennifer Aniston, Pat McGrath’s
editorial work with top photographers like Steven Meisel
for Italian Vogue and American Vogue continually breaks
new ground. She collaborates on major fashion advertising
campaigns. She also dispenses her sought after knowledge in
the expert advice pages of Allure and as a Beauty Director of
i-D magazine.

LAURA MERCIER
Known for her specialty of creating the flawless face, Laura
Mercier is a world-renowned makeup artist and creator
of Laura Mercier Cosmetics, Skincare, Body & Bath, and
Fragrance. As the personal makeup artist to celebrities such as
Sarah Jessica Parker, Julia Roberts, and Juliette Binoche, and
as a contributor to cover designs and editorial shoots, Laura
Mercier creates looks that are both flawless and accentuate
one’s natural beauty. Raised in Provence, Laura began her
training at age 17 when she entered painting school in Paris.
After deciding to shift her talents from the canvas to the face,
Laura attended the Carita School where she specialised in
makeup application.
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HAIR, HERE!

There are no two ways about hairstyles this spring. It’s colourful,
casual, comfortable and chic

SUPER DUPER STRAIGHT
The severe centre parting with a low, clean
pony is the corporate call of the season. Desi
girl Priyanka Chopra nailed the looked on
the Oscars red carpet. Her pony even had
a straight ending line. Across international
ramps, stylists bet on the super straight look,
hair so sleek it was almost glass-like. Ditch
your curling tongs and reach for those longforgotten straightening irons. Super-smooth
ponytails were also showcased as was simple,
loose straight hair. A cute twist was the
choker hair -- locks tucked into scarves and
chokers to create a sophisticated style we’ll
be coveting all summer.

THREE BRAIDED GLORY
In India, braids are our all-season
favourite. But this spring, the twisties
are literally everywhere. From milkmaid
braids to simple side ones and from
layered braids to glossy plaits with a
hint of neon, go braiding with gusto this
season. Just keep it loose, casual and
add a hint of colour if you can. You can
even add thin baby braids to the front
of your hair and keep the rest open and
flowy, as seen at the Louis Vuitton show.
What’s better, braids are a great way
to stay cool in the hot months and can
save any bad hair day.
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FRINGES WERE KEPT SHARP AND SHORT
FOR SS16 SHOWS, MAKING THE MINI
FRINGE OFFICIALLY COOL AGAIN. TRY IT
FOR A SLEEK FEEL.

SIDE BUN PONY
A side bun, pony bun (also called a pun!)
high bun or a loose bun, this spring
roll up your hair and have fun! This
simple hairstyle is now one of the most
fashionable and feminine hairstyles . Add
floral accessories for a formal evening
or mess it up for a date. But don’t keep
it severe, it’s all about having fun. If you
want to be as posh as the models at the
Bottega Veneta show, turn your ponytail
into a careless bun, letting the ends be.
That’s how you pun it!

BAND
Hair accessories have been a part of our
wardrobes for a while now, but this season,
things get serious. Spring-summer shows
saw the rise of hair accessories like never
before. At shows such as Saint Laurent,
models walked wearing pretty tiaras and
crowns. Even the humble Alice band was
revived with a twist, with designers such
as Dolce & Gabbana opting for gorgeous
gold headpieces. At Chanel, one headband
was not enough as the models sported two.
A desi twist will be to do it with flowers.
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CELEBRATED

SNIPPERS

For as long as humans have had hair on their heads, we’ve
had hairdressers! Here are five of them who have validated
the term, crowning glory

ADHUNA AKHTAR
Adhuna was born to Bengali father Dr Ashish Bhabani.
As a child Adhuna used to regularly visit a salon with her
mother, Ann, who was very particular about her hair, in
United Kingdom. Something about the ambiance of that
place made her want to become a hairdresser. She then
enrolled for a training course at Worthington Hair, a salon in
Northwest England. Adhuna also participated in, and won,
the under-21 national junior hairstyling championship when
she was just 17. She first launched her salon, Juice, in 1998
in Mumbai along with her brother and business partner,
Osh Bhabani. But they subsequently changed the name to
BBLUNT. BBLUNT is one of India’s foremost hair-styling
salons that has been styling magazine covers, Bollywood
movies and salon customers.

SAPNA BHAVNANI
She’s a name to reckon with. Struggling to
establish herself in Mumbai, Sapna initially
worked as a hairdresser for a salon called Juice
and also started working as Bollywood stylist.
Her work as a stylist flourished and she took up
writing, appearing in Mumbai Mirror and MiD
DAY. In 2004, she opened her first hair salon,
called Mad-O-Wot, on Carter Road, Mumbai, with
a team of five people but later moved the store
to Bandra. In 2011, Sapna started her second
salon in Andheri. She also relocated her first store
within Bandra to a bigger location with better
interiors in September in the same year.
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KRISTIN ESS
Kristin started as an apprentice at a hair salon when she was a
sophomore in high school. She got school credit for working
and graduated from high school early. Her first “celebrity client”
was supermodel and actress, Amber Valletta, who lived down the
street from the salon Kristen, worked at in Santa Monica. Amber
would have Kristin get her ready for events, the first time being
a Women in Hollywood luncheon. She trimmed her hair and
styled it. A couple months later, when casually flipping through
magazines, she saw that her hair from that day was written up in
three of them—Vogue, Cosmopolitan and People. Clearly, there
was no looking back after that.

TRACEY CUNNINGHAM
Tracey Cunningham is one of the most highly sought after
stylists and colourists in the business because she combines
professionalism with the highest level of artistic and
technical skill. Owner of MèCHE Salon LA, her impressive
clientele boasts A-list Hollywood names including Jennifer
Lopez, Kim Kardashian, Drew Barrymore, Cameron Diaz,
Charlize Theron, Gwyneth Paltrow, Jennifer Garner, Lily
Aldridge, Amy Poehler, Emma Stone, Anna Paquin, Shakira
and among others. Tracey is featured both editorially and
behind-the-scenes in publication including Vogue, Harper’s
Bazaar, Elle, Allure, O, the Oprah Magazine, InStyle, and
Entertainment Weekly.

JENNY CHO
Jenny Cho creates dos for the biggest names in Hollywood like Amanda
Seyfried, Carey Mulligan and Claire Danes. Plus, she is also the
mastermind behind all of those amazing creations we’ve seen on Jennifer
Lawrence in the last year or so. But that’s just her recent resume. Jenny
had been taming tresses for 21 years now. She started my career at the
Vidal Sassoon Academy as an instructor in Los Angeles and then moved
to New York to continue her career as a hairstylist. Sassoon taught her
everything she knows about the art of hair cutting. She says she’s had
many incredible mentors who she is so thankful for. But while living in
NYC, she was exposed to a whole new world of fashion and editorial hair
styling. A world she had not yet been familiar with.
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SHE
WHO DARES
WINS
Weaker sex? Really? This Women’s Day, we
style four lovely ladies and
Select CITYWALK shoppers who have
transcended extreme physical, personal
and social odds to make life beautiful, for
themselves as well as thousands
around them

concept & co-ordination SHASHI PRIYA & SAMIKSHA DEWAN
photographer HORMIS ANTONY THARAKAN
stylist ARUSHI PARAKH

make up & hair SALONI ARORA & ASHWIN
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Silk saree, L’affaire, `11,500
Golden blouse, model’s own
Earrings, Preeti Mohan, `3,000
Bangles (for a pair), Preeti Mohan, `3,000
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‘CELEBRATE EVERYDAY’
Cancer survivor, single mother and founder Cankids Kidscan, Poonam
Bagai says her illness gave her the strength to deal with bigger things

A

s a civil servant married to
a diplomat, Poonam Bagai’s
jetsetting dream life hit an ugly
roadblock overnight when she
was diagnosed with cancer. She went into
depression and recovered from the disease
only to part ways with her husband. With
two school-going kids she returned to
India in 2002 to set up Cankids Kidscan,
an organisation that helps child patients of
cancer and their families.

Tell us your story?
In 2002, I was diagnosed with colon cancer.
We were in Warsaw and my boys were seven
and three then. As I fought cancer, I also
slipped into depression, a lot of which was
around my belief that for all my talent and
intelligence, what do I have to show if I die.
I wanted to make a difference to my world.
So I would pray to god to spare me for my
kids. And miraculously, my prayers were
heeded.

How did Cankids Kidscan happen?
In Warsaw, I remember myself as depressed
and scared, yelling and screaming all the
time. And then one day I saw child, bald,
with a drip and everything, happily playing
away on his hand-held toy. That child
stayed with me. When I came to India, I
knew nothing about volunteering or the
development sector. But I knew the fear
of dying and I just wanted to ease that
for others. I met Sonal, whose child was
suffering from cancer, and I learnt that
childhood cancer is more curable than adult
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cancer. Together we started this organisation
in 2004 with the vision to reach out to every
child with cancer in this country. Today we
are in 44 centres across the country.

And how do you go about it?
A lot of what we do is my own philosophy
- You can heal yourself and you can die a
healed person. That’s better than just talking
about curing. We are working to ensure
more kids survive cancer but many of them
still die, so if you can, celebrate everyday.
My mantra is kal ho na ho. Find reason to
defiantly have a good time. So we take the
kids out, party and so on. Of course, a major
focus of our work is their medical treatment,
a place to stay and attending to the related
needs. But celebration is how we try and
make peace with death. My temple is our
palliative centre in Gautam Nagar, where we
say okay, we have done our best but if it is
god’s will that this child is not going to make
it through, then we are there to support the
family

Any message to the women on
Women’s Day?
It isn’t always men. Women are the biggest
enemies of their own. About time they
are true to themselves. They discover selfesteem to face the world. Every woman
must strive to find herself, believe in herself.
Others will believe in her. And I especially
urge young girls to stand up to their parents,
to their wrongs. It’s not about fighting or
running away. It’s about standing firm in
what you believe in. They will come around.
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‘I DO NOT SEE
MYSELF AS A VICTIM’
Domestic violence survivor, author and activist, Rashmi Anand
says faith in herself is what carried her through

A

t 35, she walked out of a violent
decade-long marriage, along with
her two little kids. The struggle to
start afresh resulted in a collection
of poems, Woman of Elements, and her
becoming the face of Delhi Police’s calendar
for 2010. Today, Rashmi Anand is a full-time
author, with 11 published works, who also
collaborates with the Delhi Police and NGOs
to counsel women in distress. This Women’s
Day, she is being honoured by the Indian
Council of UN Relations as a woman achiever
in the category of literature.

Looking back, how do you see your life?
Life has been a series of battles, and in many
ways, it still is. But it feels good that I never
gave up on it. Woman of the Elements, my first
book, was a self-discovery. But through it I’ve
managed to bring to my children and myself,
the peace and happiness we deserved. Now we
just want to live..

How does writing help?
I have been through a lot in life, but I do not
believe that pain is unique to me - all of us
suffer in different ways. All the more reason
for each one of us to find joy wherever and
as often as we can. I do not see myself as a
victim. I am a woman who has come through,
and the first step to coming through is having
faith in myself - I know my faith will carry me
through anything. I believe in treasuring and
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cherishing every moment, and in truly living
out every facet of life.

Your biggest strength in life?
Positivity. I think my innate belief that
everything is going to be alright, always. There
was no inspiration to fight. I just trusted my
instinct. There is a line in my book, “I must do
what I must do, I may not always understand
why.” I follow that.

Any message to women out there?
Very few. Under the law, in a domestic setup
there are five kinds of violence _ verbal,
physical, financial, emotional and sexual So if
anything hampers a women in her daily life
under these five things, it is domestic violence.

You also run an NGO?
I run the Woman of the Elements Trust, which
provides free legal aid to women and child
victims of violence, who earn below Rs 5,000.
The long-term objective of the Trust is to
establish shelter homes for women and child
victims of violence not only to give them a roof
and food, but also to make them financially
self-sufficient through education and vocation.

Any message for the women on
Women’s Day?
Love yourself. Be yourself. Do whatever you
have to do. You are not answerable to anybody
but yourself, your conscience.
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Satin ribbon top, Zara, `2,490
High waist jeggings, Aeropostale, `2,799
Sleeveless blazer, Forever New, `6,200
Rings (for sets of 6), Accessorize, `1,545
Stud earrings (pack of 6), Aldo Accessories, `1,190
Ring pendant chain, Accessorize, `1,945
Satin ankle strap heels (as seen in opener image),
Charles and Keith, `5,999

selectcitywalk.com January-February
March-April 2016 2016
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‘BEAUTIFUL
CHALLENGE’
Single mother and owner of India’s first nail bar, Simar Sukhija
says women need to identify their latent strength

O

pting out of a bad marriage was the
first challenge that she took head
on. Simar Sukhija has since cleared
a slew of hurdles - she juggles single
motherhood and entrepreneurship while
already having made a bit of history along the
way, as India’s very first nail artist.

What inspired you to open Simar’s Nail
Bar, a novel concept in India 15 years ago?
Well, I always dreamt of having a nail bar,
rather a nail clinic of my own. My mother
runs a salon in Delhi’s New Friends Colony.
But about 12 years ago I realised that everyone
was into hair and make-up, and no one was
working exclusively on nails, which are such
an important part of our personality. Nail
extensions weren’t even known back then. But
I was very fond of nice clean hands and feet,
and I always wanted to own a very professional
kind of place, where people would have their
nails taken care of professionally and at a
reasonable price. So in 2000, I started Simar’s,
India’s first nail bar from my mother’s salon.
Today, getting your nails done is as important
as getting your hair done.

What challenges did you face while
opening and running the nail bar?
It was tough. The biggest challenge was
whether a standalone nail salon would survive.
Because back then, nails weren’t such an
important part of the beauty retinue. Apart
from the standard manicure and pedicure,
nails were largely a neglected territory. So
the biggest challenge for me was to explain to
women that it is important to take care and
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have nice looking hands and feet because they
reflect our personality. Chipped nails look bad,
but good nails with a cheap polish don’t look
good either. Initially, women would come and
ask me how much would nail extensions cost.
And the moment I would tell them Rs 3,000,
they would ask, “Rs 3,000 for what?” What
they wouldn’t understand was that I wasn’t
just sticking nails. There was specialized work
happening on them. We were using the same
solution on nails that is used in dentistry.
And that didn’t come cheap. But things have
changed for the better now.

How is it like to be a working,
single mother?
It is a beautiful challenge - playing both the
mother and the father. But it isn’t tough. It is
all in the mind. Yes, a woman cannot always
be the father. But my parents have helped me
a lot. My father especially, he has taken over
the role of being my daughter’s father too. It is
fun. We are like sisters, like best friends and we
share secrets and everything.

What inspires you to fight the odds of life?
My family and the people I love.

What is your biggest strength in life?
My parents and my daughter Samaira

Any message for women on Women’s Day.
Make yourself strong, is what I would want to
tell all the women out there. So strong that
god has to come to you and ask you before
throwing you a challenge, what would you like
your next challenge to be like.
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Silk sleeveless top, Good Earth, `2,800
Cardigan, Zara, ` 1,490
Thin leather belt, Hidesign, `1,995
Ring, Swarovski, `9,990
Pendant Chain, Swarovski, `4,990
Long pendant, Accessorize,`795
Shooting star pendant, Accessorize, `1,545
Floral black heeled peep toes (as seen in opener
image), Aldo, `7,990
Striped skirt (as seen in opener image),
Bebe, `7,000
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March-April 2016 2016
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Sleeveless cotton dress,
Tommy Hilfiger, `4,999
Belt, Tommy Hilfiger
Pendant, Swarovski, `6,990
Stud earrings (for a pack of six),
Aldo Accessories, `1,190
Suede pumps (as seen in opener image),
Aldo, `9,990
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‘BELIEVE IN YOUR
OWN MAGIC’
Born with ear malformation and congenital deafness, Dessidre Fleming has
overcome physical weaknesses to take on conventional stereotypes of beauty

H

er ear malformation and congenital
deafness up for perpetual scrutiny,
Dessidre Fleming fought set
prejudices around beauty and
normalcy to make a life for herself as a
journalist in Delhi. Today she works as a culture
editor with MensXP’s web portal.

Looking back, how do you see your life?
Never easy. I remember visiting more hospitals
than most kids my age. The pressing questions
around me were, “How will she get married?”
or “How will she manage in life?” Occasionally,
people wanted to know what happened to my
ear. I would tell them something funny like,
I slept on it continuously till it was no more;
or that Hulk smashed it. I developed a sense
of humour, which not everyone appreciated.
But I always believed that I was born to break
prejudices. So, when I look back, I don’t just see
the struggles, I focus on how I defied people,
situations and ideas that people had and went
on to fulfil my dreams — one step at a time.

What gives you the strength to challenge
conventional ideas of beauty?
I would never have believed in myself, if my
family hadn’t. My dad always showed me the
charming doll he believed I am; my mother
showed me the beautiful and strong woman I
am today; and my brother always saw me as the
tough girl who is worth more than any riches
in the world! But, if it wasn’t for my mother,
I wouldn’t have been what I am today. Her
undying faith in me, the fact that she taught me
to always aim for the best, and never for second
best. She has been the mirror I always needed
to see when I was unsure about whether or not
I was doing the right thing. She taught me that
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it is we who determine how our society must
view us.

How does society see people with
disabilities?
There is a different way that society sees
people with disabilities, women, and then,
women with disabilities. To society, any girl
with a disability is like a piece of very expensive
broken furniture that needs to be fixed at the
earliest if she is to be showcased for others to
define. As soon as we are born, we are judged
on the colour of our skin, the looks we bare
resemblances to and how promising our line
of suitors will be. No matter how much times
may change, society continues to view women
as objects of desire that should be preserved till
the time is right and then passed on to a man.
I wish there was some sort of surgery for the
mentalities that our society harbours today. No
matter how modern society may try to portray
itself as, the thinking is still very primitive. And
no amount of monetary benefits or classroom
education can change that.

Any message to women on Women’s Day?
Money may buy all the cosmetics, surgeries
and the connections in the world. But money
cannot buy love and faith your loved ones
have in you and it certainly cannot buy you a
beautiful soul. But this is something that we,
as women, can only understand when we look
within ourselves and beyond what others see.
You have an identity that cannot be defined
by anyone but you. It is only when you start
believing in your own magic that others will
see you for it. And those who still don’t see that
magic are just too curious wondering how you
have, what they don’t.
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A touch of pink for the feet is always a
good thing, Aldo

Strapped,
heeled and in
pink - who can
say no to that!
Aldo
Shine on in
this puffed
pink jacket
Mango,
`3,790

An easy-peasy pink tee for
rushed days
Mango, `1,790

TICKLED
PINK

An easy-peasy pink pants for rushed days
Mango, `1,790

A mighty contender when it
comes to colour trends, pink is a
fighter, much like women. Refresh
your wardrobe this season with
candy floss, pale pink, fuchsia, hot
pink and magenta

Arm candy
in pink what more
does a girl
need?! Aldo

This irresistible
pair of pink
bowed heels!
Aldo

INSPIRATION

A classic
cut with
a twist this pink
dress
is for
keeps.
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A colour that’s eternal really but divisive in nature,
pink returns to the runways time and again as a
favourite of designers world over. The last season saw
Christopher Kane with glittering magenta; Mary
Katrantzou opted for rich regal shades; Jonathan
Saunders showcased optimistic, joyful stripes of pink,
while Dolce & Gabbana plumped for ladylike pastel
shades. Moving away from the traditional sweetness
of pink, the colour was showcased as rebellious, punk
and more, proving that there is a degree of pink
for everyone.

Throw a pale
pink jacket
on top of
just about
anything
and it’s a
winner!
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A cute
hand purse
as this is as
catchy as it
gets
H&M, `299

Sling this cutie
on for a day
out shopping
Accessorize

This Aztec zig-zag pattern on this
makeup bag is bound to grab
eyeballs! H&M, `299

Take this chic cross-body for a
sophisticated dinner for two H&M, `1,999

OF SLINGS
AND PURSES

SLING BAGS
/BAG IT

Love me some
Mickey Mouse!
H&M, `399

An all-weather cross-body
is a must-have, don’t you
think! H&M, `1,299

We’ve got the cross-body
slings for days we find the tote
cumbersome. Compact, cute
and trendy, do you own one yet?
Fringes
are all the
rage and
in brown,
even more
so! Zara,
`4,490

Bike ride with
bae? This one
will tag along
H&M, `399

Some funk and a dash of punk never
did anyone any harm. Zara, `2,290
An elegant
quilted
cross-body
adds style to
any ensemble
instantly.
Zara, `1,999
Colour-blocked with an
open front pocket, this
sling is officious yet
sassy. Zara, `2,290

INSPIRATION
Take this
satchel
cuteness to
work or to
college and
be the envy
of all.

The cross-body has found its time under the
spotlight finally as has the hand-held purse.
Terribly convenient, this style has found
hordes of fan in fashion capitals across the
globe. Touted as the perfect partner for days
you want to ditch the tote and just carry your
phone, wallet and keys. A mini cross-body
is the ideal hands-free go-to bag. Satchel
styles mix the charm of being an arm candy
with functionality akin to a fanny pack.
Pop colours, geometric patterns, graphics,
cartoons, matte finishes, this season indulge
in a pint-sized fun bag.

A bright
cross-body
in yellow
ensures all
those spring
soirees stay
fashionable.
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GREEN AT
FORTY

At forty, The Body Shop launches pioneering new commitment in drive
to be the world’s most ethical and sustainable global business

A

s The Body Shop turns forty, it unveils
a pioneering new global CSR strategy
that will underpin all aspects of company
operation. The new Commitment will
reaffirm The Body Shop’s position as
a leader in ethical business and will define the next
stage of development of The Body Shop business. The
Commitment, which will support The Body Shop in
its aim to be the world’s most ethical and sustainable
global business, is an extensive programme of global
activity and measurable targets that touches all areas
of the business, to be delivered by 2020. The new
Commitment, entitled Enrich Not Exploit, embraces
the bold ethical principles from which The Body
Shop was built. Under each of The Commitment’s
three pillars: enrich our people, enrich our products
and enrich our planet, The Body Shop has specific,
measurable targets by 2020 that make the business
accountable for delivery.
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The Body Shop has been using hemp since 1992, and
since its launch in 1998, our Hemp Hand Protector
has gained a cult beauty following for giving hands
an intense moisture hit. Hemp seeds contain a high
level of essential fatty acids, perfect for keeping your
skin conditioned. And with the cold-pressed oil of
950 hemp seeds crammed into every 100ml tube, this
ultra efficacious formula helps soften and nourish
the hardiest of hands. “The balance of essential fatty
acids in hemp seed oil work with the skin’s own oils to
provide intense hydration to the body’s largest organ,”
said Jennifer Hirsch, Beauty Botanist, The Body Shop.
For every Limited-Edition Hemp Hand Protector
purchased, £1.50 will be donated to The Body
Shop Foundation, the charitable arm of The Body
Shop International. Your donation will support the
Foundation’s goal of raising £300,000* to protect and
enrich the planet, the oceans or animals and people.
And how the money is split is up to you as every
purchase you make gives you the ability to vote for
the cause closest to your heart. The power to make
a positive difference really is in your hands.

SHOES

/BAG IT

Take these boots
to town, lady!
Accessorize

Braided straps and the gladiator look
- you can’t go wrong with this pair.
Accessorize

Dripping with
sensuality, these
skywalkers in
white are a
dream. Aldo

Colour block
your feet in these
gorgeous blue
straps. Aldo

Stand tall in these lemon heels
this spring. Aldo

Time to hit
the beach
maybe in
this black
and gold
number.
Havaianas

FLAT OVER
HEELS
Take your pick from this
potpourri of styles this spring.
From towering heels, to
comfortably stylish wedges
and beach-happy flip flops,
spring has it all

Stylish wedges
with ankle
straps for the
comfortseeker. Aldo

Neutral and
stylish, this pair
of heels is a mustown and must-beshown. Aldo

A little drama in our flip-flops is all we
ask for! Havaianas

INSPIRATION
Shoe lovers, celebrate because spring has
rounded it all up for you beautifully. In the
repertoire of trends this season, are stilettos
to sneakers, statement heels to dramatic
sky-walkers, strappy sandals to fancy
flip-flops. Take your pair and start walkin’
because the footwear forecast is looking
pretty awesome.
Classic, black and
a killer pair!
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Keep your
outfit neutral
and add a pop
of colour with
your footwear.
For instance,
this stunning
pair of yellow
stilettos can
instantly
brighten any
ensemble.
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/BAG IT
SUNGLASSES

SUN & SAND

UV protection and tinted
lenses up your style quotient,
H&M, `799

TINTED TUNES

These aviator style sunglasses with
metal frames and tinted lenses are
UV-protective too, H&M, `599

SPRING
SUNNIES
DENIM DUES

We love our denims and so we
have denim, Zara, `990

WOODSTOCKED
How’s this pair of wooden
rectangular sunglasses for a
change? Zara, `1,490

So, this spring set your
sights on sunglasses with
some personality such as
the ones we’ve picked out
OVER THE TOP

We heart this sophisticated pair of
over-sized black
sunglasses, Aldo

RETRO ROMANCE

Sport these retro style resin sunglasses this
season, Zara, `1,490

EYE-SKY

Add a pop of colour to your face
with these sky-blue, Accessorize

CLUB THE STYLE
Blink in pink with this pair of
sunnies, Accessorize
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/BAG IT
SCARVES

Wear this round neck scarf
with a dress and cute kitten
heels. H&M, `699

Bright and psychedelic
colours, anyone? H&M,
`1,799

An ethnic
scarf
over a
western
outfit is
a great
idea.
Aldo

Soft hues in a floral
print is apt for spring.
H&M, `699

SCARF THAT
DOWN

Drape this
colourblocked
scarf in
this style
for a
change.
H&M,
`799

Tribalesque
prints on a
fire-orange
make a
statement.
Zara,
`2,490

Scarf down these beauties as
they add charm and poise to an
outfit like none other. Printed,
plain, narrow, broad, rolled up,
take your pick

Of summer
tinges and
serene
shades.
Accessorize

You can never go wrong
with a white scarf. Aldo

This
diamond
printed
scarf can
be worked
into a
mono-tone
outfit. Zara,
`2,290

This
narrow
scarf
works as
a great
neck tie.
H&M,
`2,299

Monochrome with a pop of pink.
H&M, `1,499

INSPIRATION
Round up
a colourful
scarf on a
mono-tone
top or outfit
and you’ve
got a pop of
colour right
there!
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Scarves were a staple accessory at fashion
weeks globally. The humble scarf has finally
come into its own. An irresistible variety like
super silky ones, super slim ones, those that
go way beyond the waist and those that form
a tight noose around the neck have surfaced.
The scarf, in any form, adds a stylish element
to an ensemble like none other. Matching
scarves and dresses were seen at Tory Burch,
while the really slim versions were tied a few
times around the neck at Chloe. Balenciaga’s
striped scarves looked as graceful as ever
while Zac Posen’s were as feminine
as they come.

The head
scarf is an
extremely
stylish retro
look that’s
a complete
blast from
the past. The
over-sized
glasses and
the widebrimmed hat
complete the
diva in you.
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HATS

/BAG IT

Put this on with a lovely LBD and
stilettos. H&M, `1,999

Spending a day out shopping? Make
this your companion. H&M, `1,799

A Sunday brunch is in order and so is
this Sunday hat. Accessorize

This deep red straw hat is apt for a
beach party. Accessorize

Stylish and multi-coloured, this
one’s for the hippie in you.
H&M, `1,299

THE HAT
TRICK
Hats are not seasonal. They
look great throughout the
year and what’s more, there’s
so much to choose from

A day at the golf course? This could
be your pick. Aldo

Bring out your funky side and top
it with this - meow! Accessorize

Going for a casual night
about town - this hat’s ready!
Accessorize

Casino nights call for this hatfor the
hippie in you. Accessorize

A hat that’s colour-blocked makes a
stylish statement. Aldo

INSPIRATION
A hat is as
casual or as
formal as
you make
it. Top it on
a mini or a
structured
formal dress,
you’re bound
to grab eyeballs.

To add that ladylike touch and to ride
the spate of fashion trends stylishly, a
hat is a must this season. Head gear or
accessories may not have taken head ramp
this time around but there was no lack
of incredibly chic hats that were stylish
and also, importantly, functional. From
knitted headwear, brimmed to the classic
fur trimmed, the jockey style to the French
beret, the beanie to the felt hat, it was there
for the picking.

A hat is a great
accessory
when out running errands,
shopping
or simply
catching up
with friends.
Keep different
kinds handy to
pander to your
moods.
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/WANDERLUST
WOMEN’S DAY SPECIAL

GOSOLO
Who said you can’t travel alone and especially because you’re a
woman? Push your boundaries, throw caution to the wind and
stomp out, stylish carry-ons and all. Here is our list of must-visit
places for you, my lady
words

| Shruti Kothari

D

oing something, as simple as a
devouring a meal or watching
a movie solo can be immensely
cathartic. A solitary sojourn or a walk on
your own gives one a chance to spend
quality time with the only important
person – you. We’ve picked out six of the
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best spots for women to see the sights of,
unaccompanied. Aspects such as safety,
range and type of solo pastimes and such
have been kept in mind. So bring out that
passport or book that bus ticket. Life’s
short and adventures, much like time and
tide, wait for no one.
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Sangam of Indus
and Zanskar is just
4 km before Nimmu
village. Enjoy the rafting
experience on Indus and
Zanskar Rivers between
July and September.

PACK YOU BAGS, ladies and get ready to be Ladakh-ed!

LADAKH, INDIA

ATTRACTIONS

Ladakh, at the northern tip of India is unmatched in its
regal splendour. Breathtaking mountain gorges and the
overwhelming grandeur staggers one with its beauty.
You are left stunned by the unspoiled gompas that
spectacularly ascend from the wobbly outcrops and
merge with the warm and open-hearted locals. Travelling
inside the valley is primarily by local transportation
such as the local bus, hired taxi or rented motorcycle.
Shared taxis can be found easily, with posters running
through the valley giving dates, places and number of
folks needed for each ride. A large part of Ladakh is
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located above 3000 metres and one could suffer from
mild signs of Acute Mountain Sickness. Avoid arduous
physical exertion for the first 24 hours and consume
lots of water.

SITUATED 40 KMS
from Leh, Hemis is the
best known and biggest
Gompa of Ladakh. It also
has the largest thanka,
which is unfurled once
in 12 years. The next
unfurling will take
place this year.

INDULGE IN
adventure sports
like trekking,
camping, river
rafting, mountain
climbing, cycling,
camel safari, yak
safari…the list is
endless.
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HILO, HAWAII
There are several secure spots for
women in the United States of
America, but for a holiday, nothing
beats Hawaii. Hilo is located on the
island of Hawaii. It’s also famous as
the ‘Big Island’ to evade any confusion
about the name. This island is arguably
the biggest colony on the island.
Don’t forget to check out the natural
countryside and throw in a trip to
the famous Akaka Falls State Park. A
stunning 400-foot high waterfall here
will throw you off balance, not literally
of course! Hilo is also where the Mauna
Loa Macadamia Nut Corporation is
situated, so now you know where those
delicious chocolate covered macadamia

ATTRACTIONS
nuts come from.
The Hilo region is abundant with
striking waterfalls, lush rainforests and
flourishing gardens; the geographic
flipside of the volcanic Kohala Coast.
A bustling farming and fishing locale
in the past, Hilo has now evolved into
a huge commercial hub. Downtown
Hilo was constructed in the region
of the crescent-shaped bay. Hilo is
a lively town and hosts some great
museums. Hilo’s latest top-notch pull is
the Imiloa Astronomy Center, housed
under three prominent titanium cones
signifying the three major mountains
on Hawaii Island. Don’t miss the ‘walk’
through a koa (native hardwood) forest.

A VISIT TO HILO is worth the trip to experience an authentic taste of
Hawaii Island.

DOWNTOWN HILO, HAWAII
ISLAND
Downtown Hilo is a historic
town that features a variety
of unique shops, art galleries,
museums, restaurants and
cultural sites.

LILIUOKALANI GARDENS,
HAWAII ISLAND
Liliuokalani Gardens is a
beautifully landscaped, 30-acre
Japanese garden featuring
fishponds and pagodas.

Wailuku River
State Park just west
of Downtown Hilo,
Wailuku River State
Park is home to the
80-foot Waianuene
(Rainbow Falls) and
Peepee Falls.

selectcitywalk.com March-April 2016
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PONDICHERRY, INDIA
Paved streets dotted with mustardyellow bungalows and a surplus of
sea-facing cute cafes and diners lure
many a traveller to come to India’s very
own French Rivera, Pondicherry. A solo
nomad will never run out of things
to do here. Pedal your way into this
beautiful town, savour a princely spread
at a boulangeries or just stroll on the
historic promenade. Hired transport
is aplenty on MG Road and Mission
Street. Pondicherry is by and large a
safe city and the people are very warm
and large-hearted.

ATTRACTIONS

GET SET SAIL: Puducherry, as Pondicherry was known is Provence on the Indian Ocean.

GOUBERT AVE
(BEACH RD)
is a great walk,
especially at sunrise and sundown.
You’ll find all of
Pondy taking in the
wonder.

TUCKED AWAY
just behind the
waterfront is a
multitude of cobbled
streets white-andmustard buildings
instilling a sense of
romance.

Boating here is a
wonderful experience
as a short cruise away
can make you feel as
if you are on a remote
island.
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Looking for a
cheerful weekend
with friends, a tranquil
evening stroll, picnic or
perhaps a jog – it is all
made possible here.

Helsinki is the capital and prime city
in Finland. Treat yourself with the
beautiful sights and the astounding
architecture in Helsinki. There are
innumerable Art Nouveau style
structures that are eye-catching and
take one back in time. The city was
selected to be the World Design Capital
for 2012 by the International Council
of Societies of Industrial Design.
A walking tour to take a look at the
architecture and art galleries gives
one an insight of why and how this
lively and energetic gets the name of
the world’s design capital. Once you
explore the city, enjoy the incredible
Nordic style attires and indulge in some
great shopping opportunities that are
not to be missed. The city’s beat is
relaxed and yet terrifically vibrant by
way of the quality and the huge number
of restaurants and nightclubs.
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ATTRACTIONS

HELSINKI, FINLAND

THE FORTRESS OF SUOMENLINNA
is a UNESCO World Heritage
Site and one of Finland’s most
popular sights. If you want to
escape the city life even

further – no matter how laid-back
– try the two large national parks
of Sipoonkorpi and Nuuksio, both
a short bus-journey away from the
centre of Helsinki.
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Beside shimmering
Lake Pichola, one
can see the ochre and
purple ridges of the
wooded Aravalli Hills
stretching away in
every direction
UDAIPUR IS A
magical marble
mosaic that
has to be on
everyone’s
bucket list of
places to see.

ATTRACTIONS

UDAIPUR, INDIA
Explore any corner of this
charming city and you are bound
to see celebrated structures that
radiate majestic grandeur. Fabulous
palaces, museums, temples, havelis
and myriad narrow, zig-zag lanes
throw such charm to this city in
Rajasthan. The most renowned
tourist spots in Udaipur are spread
around Lake Pichola and can be
easily enjoyed on foot. Though
renting a local taxi or auto is a
good option if you plan to move
around a lot.
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UDAIPUR LAKE PALACE
situated amidst the scenic
Pichola Lake and offers
a heavenly view to the
onlooker.

SURMOUNTED BY
BALCONIES, towers and
cupolas towering over the
lake, the imposing City Palace
is Rajasthan’s largest palace.
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SETUBAL, PORTUGAL
Sunny Portugal is a gorgeous vacation spot. For those who covet an intimate
and refreshing holiday, a trip to Setubal is in order. Discover the city and
partake in the freshly netted seafood and luscious wines. If you are looking
to stay away from all things tourist-y, go on a trip to the Serra da Arrabida
National Park where the forest meets the sea. The most remarkable beach
here is Portinho da Arrabida, as the water is almost perfectly still with no
waves. Barely a traditional beauty, the flourishing port town of Setúbal (shtoobahl) presents a great base for seeing the area’s natural and local assets and
resources. At the top of the list of must-dos, there is a cruise to the marshy
wetlands of the Sado estuary, the splashy playground of bottlenose dolphins,
flocks of white storks (spring and summer), and wintering flamingos that make
the water fizz like pink champagne.

Passing through the
landscape from the top
of Arrábida Mountain or
floating at the mercy of the
tide in the Setubal marina,
there is always an invite for
great moments.

ATTRACTIONS

IT’S WORTH TAKING
a stroll through
the squares in the
pedestrianised old town
and clambering up to the
hilltop fortress.

THE BAY OFFERS so much:
the city and the mountains;
the Sado estuary and the
beaches of the Atlantic,
historical monuments and
gastronomic delicacies.

/SPECIAL FEATURE
WOMEN ACHIEVERS

WANDERING

MINSTRELS
a,
From an American heiress to a poor tribal girl from Indi
here are the tales of five brave women travellers

ISABELLA BIRD (1831-1904)
Even a patriarchal Victorian set up could not arrest
Isabella Bird in her tracks. This fearless British
environmentalist, lens-lady and writer travelled America,
Hawaii, India, Kurdistan, the Persian Gulf, Iran, Tibet,
Malaysia, Korea, Japan and China. She was also the
premier lady to be selected a fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society. She authored no less than 18 travel
notes and had an enviable collection of photographs
and sketches. Needless to say, she became a name to
reckon with in the 1890s. Among her adventures, the
most thrilling trip was getting entrenched with British
soldiers who were returning on horseback from Baghdad
to Tehran. A traveler at heart, she was on the move even
in her last years, passing away only a little post her return
from a journey to Morocco.

AIMÉE CROCKER (1864-1941)
American heiress Aimée Crocker was known to be
a Bohemian at heart. Apart from her flamboyant
lifestyle of lavish parties, spouses and lovers, she
travelled far and wide, especially in the Far East.
Her travelogues include narrowly getting away from
head hunters in Borneo, being poisoned in Hong
Kong and hoodwinked by her staff in Shanghai.
She is also known to have been named Princess
Palaikalani Bliss of Heaven by King David Kalakaua,
the last king of Hawaii, and then Princess Galitzine,
when she married her last and fifth husband,
Prince Mstislav Galitzine.
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GERTRUDE BELL (1868-1926)
A British writer, traveller, political officer, administrator and
archaeologist, Gertrude Bell explored the world the way
no man had. Throughout her extensive travels through
Mesopotamia, Bell was vital to the formation of the present
day Iraq. Her obituary said, “No woman in recent time has
combined her qualities - her taste for arduous and dangerous
adventure with her scientific interest and knowledge, her
competence in archaeology and art, her distinguished
literary gift, her sympathy for all sorts and condition of men,
her political insight and appreciation of human values, her
masculine vigour, hard common sense and practical efficiency
- all tempered by feminine charm and a most romantic spirit.”

JUNKO TABEI
Junko Tabei has scaled more heights than men double
her stature. In 1975, the petite Japanese climber was
declared the first woman to climb Mt Everest. She has
also hiked up the Matterhorn, Mt Fuji, and in 1992,
once again became the foremost woman to finish the
“Seven Summits” challenge (climbing the acme of the
highest peak on each continent) when she stood atop
Puncak Jaya in Indonesia. As of March 2008, she had
climbed the highest peaks of 56 countries, and in an
interview in 2012, said: “I’ve never felt like stopping
climbing and I never will.”

MALAVATH POORNA
A poor young girl from Telangana’s Pakala village
stunned the world when she scaled Mt Everest in
2014 at the age of 13 years and 11 months, to become
the youngest girl to do so. Malavath Poorna was
taught to climb in school. She completed the climb
just 30 days after 16 sherpa guides had perished in
an avalanche, while making an attempt. “When I
reached the top, I felt too much emotion, too much
joy,” she quoted to a website “All around me, beauty
– mountains, sunshine, clouds. I could feel god
there. I was grateful and too happy,” she said.
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/SIP’ N BITE
FOODIE RECOMMENDS

TO BE

or not to be

From fresh sushi to gluten-free dessert and from pork belly
sandwich to a chocolate brownie, the Foodie recommends a spread to
tempt both saints and sinners alike

F

rom later late nights, to makeup that only
makes up space in my kit, my indulgences
are my liberation. But so are my restraints,
I might walk away from the shop window
and my girls may make me choose that
salad to be healthier! I am a woman, and my life is
all about balance. Balance between what I want and
what I need, between my wishes and my demands, and
mostly that balance to society that only I can exert –
equality between genders. So while I don’t need a day
to celebrate my existence, I never leave an opportunity
to be sensible and senseless at the same time, and that
is what this recommendation is about!
Saints and sinners rejoice, there is
something for those who want that
midnight snack and those who
finish dinner at 7 pm!
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FOOD-TRIVIA
LOVER, NIGELLA
LAWSON FOLLOWER,
COOKING-SHOW
ENTHUSIAST, POTATO
WORSHIPPER
INCARNATE AND
HAS ONLY ONE
MOTTO – ‘MUST
TRY EVERYTHING!’
FOODIE SAMIKSHA
DEWAN TELLS YOU
WHAT TO TRY, GRAB,
EAT AND EXPLORE AT
SELECT CITYWALK!

ELMA’S CAFÉ AND BAKERY
The latest member of the Select CITYWALK family is the quaint, stunningly
beautiful Elma’s café. An example of aesthetic and subtlety, Elma’s café, situated
appropriately inside the Good Earth store on the 3rd floor, is a haven for all those
who want a lip-smacking experience that you will never see on the hips! Down
to business, so here’s what I recommend – the carb-free veggie noodles, grilled
salmon steak and for dessert – a slice of chocolate, apricot and brandy cake. And my
indulgence? The berry fudge cake.
The carb-free veggie noodles is every Instagrammer’s dream-come-true. The noodles
are julienned vegetables, par boiled to retain their bright colours, and dressed in a
light sesame dressing!
Next, I tried the salmon steak. Cooked to perfection, with a side order of veggies, a
fresh salad and beautiful lemon and olive oil dressing, it retains all the wonderful
flavours of the fish. Add the al dente veggies, and what a meal this is! Although it
may seem like a sinners’ dish – I give it the saint’s status!
Onto desserts. My partner in crime in this mission was adamant on trying the
gluten-free chocolate, apricot and brandy cake. I ordered the one little piece that
I hadn’t tasted before – the berry fudge cake. The gluten-free cake is a delight for
the senses. You can smell the brandy in the lightly warmed cake and the apricot
flavour is a perfect compliment to the chocolate. Gluten free or not, my palate
was very happy indeed. Last on the plate was the berry brownie and what an
indulgence it was! A dessert that you do not need to bite into – the berry fudge
is three beautiful layers of indulgence. A chcolate brownie base, with a white
chocolate fudge and a berry cream cheese icing. Whoever said berries and
white chocolate is a pair made in heaven was a serious matchmaker! I
crown the dessert a perfect balance of saint and sinner – perfect for
“trying to be balanced ol’ me”.
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BIG FAT SANDWICH
There’s an elephant in the room, and everybody will be
talking about it! Coming soon to Select CITYWALK is a
sandwich brand that will make you sit up and take notice.
Old School, Bang Me, Morning After and the Forbidden
Belly. I’m not talking about life experiences but just some
of the sandwiches they serve at this place. An extremely
passionate team of people have slapped together their
love between twin slices of bread for you, and before they
open doors at your favourite shopping centre, let me tell
you exactly what all you should try!
The Forbidden Belly
If the world comes to an end, I want to spend the last day
eating pork belly. And this sandwich celebrates that! Slow
cooked succulent pork belly, sandwiched in a sourdough
bread with crisp lettuce and a secret BFS sauce that
I tried very hard to crack but is protected better than
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my mothers jewels. And for no ordinary reason. This
sandwich can transport you to piggy heaven! Sinners –
this one is for you!
The Morning After
No innuendos here – this sandwich is inspired by those
mornings that make it hard to leave the bed, except this
sandwich might make you jump out of it! Coffee glazed
bacon, yes you heard it right, coffee glazed bacon, which
could be my newest favourite thing in the world mixed
with a spread of date goat cheese topped with rocket
leaves, this sandwich ticks all my early morning boxes,
and gives me a reason to look forward to the morning
after. And I refuse to call it a sin.
Bang Me
All you vegetarians can rejoice because this indulgence
is saint worthy! Asian style tofu pieces, assorted pickles
all served with a tangy sriracha mix. This is one way to
spice up your day that you’ll never regret the morning
after. By the way, follow it up with the morning after
sandwich suggested above!

AN EXTREMELY PASSIONATE TEAM OF PEOPLE HAVE
SLAPPED TOGETHER THEIR LOVE BETWEEN TWIN
SLICES OF BREAD AT BIG FAT SANDWICH
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BEAUTIFULLY CUT FRESH FISH ROLLED IN RICE WITH A BITE TO IT... TRY ANY OF THE NIGIRI SUSHIS AT
YUM YUM CHA AND BE INSTANTLY TRANSPORTED TO ANY AUTHENTIC JAPANESE RESTAURANT

YUM YUM CHA
Sushi should really be renamed to bite sized portions of
happiness. I admit, it’s not convenient, but it is the best
descriptor! What I’m trying to establish here is that take
me to Yum Yum Cha and you are assured one happy girl.
All you sinners can turn into saints here, as sushi is as
good for the body as it is for the palate! So, which ones
to try? I’ll try and keep this succinct, but keep up with
me. Start with the dynamite sushi – prawn tempura, a
little salmon and drizzled over with spicy mayo – this
sushi roll is a perfect marriage of taste and texture, the
mayo working beautifully with the crunchy prawn. Next
up, go for the California roll – combining my favourite
seafood, crab, with crunchy cucumber, and creamy
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avocado, and topped with black caviar. Delicious is
the word. And although not a lot of places in Delhi
can pull off the nigiri, Yum Yum Cha gets it just right.
Beautifully cut, right sized and fresh pieces of fish
with soft , yet with a bite to it rice, try any of the nigiri
sushis and be instantly transported to any authentic
Japanese restaurant.
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THE CHOW

BELLAS

e task of cooking.
These women changed the way we look at the mundan
sform into something
It’s like they took a boring dish and spiced it up to tran
they’re the top female
utterly delectable. They’re dishy, they’re gorgeous and
chefs of the world

PADMA LAKSHMI
Padma Lakshmi was born on September 1, 1970, in
Chennai, India. Her parents divorced when she was two
and Lakshmi was raised in the United States with her
mother. After a modeling agent discovered her in Spain,
Lakshmi modeled for famous designers and appeared
in a few movies. A part in the Italian miniseries, Caraibi
that required her to gain more than 30 pounds led her
to publish a cookbook entitled Easy Exotic, a collection
of low-calorie recipes incorporating the flavours of
Southeast Asia. The book’s success led to her own show
on the Food Network, Padma’s Passport, and a similar job
hosting the British show Planet Food. Known for her love
of food, she’s published several cookbooks and hosted the
reality show Top Chef.

ANJUM ANAND
Anjum grew up in London but also lived and
studies in Geneva, Paris and Madrid. Post a
business degree, she decided to develop her
interest in Indian cooking and in particular, making
her native food fresher, lighter and simpler to cook.
Anjum has worked across the world in innovative
restaurants such as Café Spice in New York, the
Mondrian Hotel in Los Angeles and the Park Royal
Hotel’s Indian restaurant in New Delhi but her
real love is delicious and stylish food that is simple
enough to cook at home. She fiercely challenges
the belief that Indian food is a special occasion
meal and is determined to make ‘cooking Indian’ as
common as rustling up a stir-fry.
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NIGELLA LAWSON
Nigella Lawson is a best-selling cookbook author and
internationally known television host known for her distinctive
philosophies on cuisine. Renowned as “Domestic Goddess,”
Lawson is a popular TV figure with shows like Nigella
Bites and The Taste. Having developed a passion for cuisine after
becoming The Spectator magazine’s restaurant critic in 1985, she
eventually helmed a bimonthly food column for The New York
Times and was appointed food editor at British Vogue. Lawson has
also written several other books, including How to Be a Domestic
Goddess: Baking and the Art of Comfort Cooking, Feast: Food to
Celebrate Life and Nigella Kitchen: Recipes from the Heart of the
Home.

RACHEL ALLEN
Rachel Allen was brought up in Dublin and left home at
eighteen to study at the world-famous Ballymaloe Cookery
School. Rachel is now a busy TV chef, author, journalist and
mother, and still teaches at Ballymaloe. She has authored
six bestselling cookery books, which include Rachel’s
Favourite Food at Home, Bake and Home Cooking. Her
extremely popular television series for RTE and the BBC
have been broadcast internationally. Her cooking is above
all practical - simple but delicious food, ideal for family and
friends. Her influences are both regional and global. The
BBC describe her as an “Irish cooking queen” and Good
Food magazine believe she “has put Irish cooking on the
map in recent years

JULIA CHILD
Julia Child - Popular TV chef and author Julia Child was
born on August 15, 1912, in Pasadena, California. In 1948, she
moved to France where she developed a penchant for French
cuisine. With a goal of adapting sophisticated French cuisine
for mainstream Americans, she collaborated on a two-volume
cookbook called Mastering the Art of French Cooking, which
was considered groundbreaking, and has since become a
standard guide for the culinary community. She also became
a television icon with her popular cooking shows such as The
French Chef. Julia Child was also the inspiration behind the
2009 film Julie & Julia, which was based on a cooking blog by
Julie Powell.
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/HAPPENINGS

EVENTS

L O

Talk of
the town

Events that took place at Select CITYWALK
photographs

| Shivamm Paathak

Valentine’s Day
Select CITYWALK was engulfed in the colour of love,
as roses were the theme this Valentine’s Day. Hanging
in the atriums, a larger than life photo booth in the
aisles, and much more created love! We also ran a
contest - #SelectYourLove wherein winners were
invited to Select CITYWALK and serenaded with
goodies. Froyo from Red Mango, Donuts from Krispy
Kreme, Shake from Keventers and an entire threecourse meal from Harrys, all this
complete with confetti, balloons
and a violinist was the winner’s
takeaway. Be sure to check us out
online for such contests.
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EVENTS

/HAPPENINGS

Romantic
Music Mob
We celebrated Valentine’s
Day in a grand way, to
say the least, with the
largest Romantic Music
Mob comprising over 100
musicians to serenade you
for the evening. We hope you
didn’t miss this beautiful
evening of music and love.
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Art Fair

An art fiesta brought together more
than 200 high school girls across
Delhi to Select CITYWALK to
paint their vision of India right at
the grounds of the shopping centre.
Select CITYWALK was proud to
host the future of the nation as they
painted their vision for their country.

EET
R
G
&
T
MEE
			 WITH JOEY & JOY
Cuddles and snuggles overtook Select CITYWALK in full
force this Valentine’s Day with the adorable Joy and Joey who
visited from the 7th- 14th of February. After all, what’s love
without all the cuddles and snuggles.
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EVENTS

/HAPPENINGS

Republic Day
Tri-coloured patriotism was in the air
at Select CITYWALK as Republic
Day came to a head. We raised a toast
to all the glory and greatness that our
country represents. Our decor instilled
a sense of pride and honour.
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Asian Hawkers’ Market
The best of the city’s Asian food brands came together at the
Asian Hawkers market. Spread over three days from 12th154th February, it was a spicy Valentine’s weekend that would not
be easily forgotten! Indulgent Asian foods like Thai, Japanese,
South-East Asian and Chinese, all under one roof, added just the
right about of sugar and spice, we say.
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/HAPPENINGS

Design Art Walk

With an exclusive showcase of art and designs
installations by eminent and upcoming artists, Design
Art Walk was an exhibition not to be missed. Heart
of Silence by Owais Hussain, Recycled Identities
by Khalil Chishtee, Art Tiger Installations, Nandi by
Arunkumar H.G, Nail and String art by Caraminivan
Studio and installations by the British School,
Sushant School of Design and Ansal University
comprised just some of the brilliant art on display.
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EVENTS

/HAPPENINGS

Celeb galore
Sushmita Sen visited Select CITYWALK to shop, home to the celebrities
since many years. Needless to say, we were excited to host one of the most
beautiful women in the world and she proved to be an excellent patron.
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Handpicked
No chemicals. No offensive colours. No
machine processing. No adulteration. Just
pure, healthy and wholesome fuel for your
body and mind. If you are still wondering
what we are talking about, you must
have missed the fantastic organic market,
Handpicked by Select CITYWALK,
organised by your favourite shopping
complex at The British School in New
Delhi. But those who did attend, enjoyed
the goodness of natural veggies, fruits and
juices at the Sunday event.
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FIND YOUR WAY

/STORE DIRECTORY

EASY TO LOCATE

Ground Floor
ANCHOR & MAJOR SHOPS

G24

BCBGeneration

G64A

Gelato Vinto

GA01

H&M

G33-36

Armani Jeans

EW9

Red Mango

GA02

Zara

G58

Gant

G-47

L’opera

BEAUTY & SKINCARE

G56

Promod

G21

Chicago Pizza

G07A

Color Bar

G02C

U.S. Polo

G29

Fast Trax

G07B

Shahnaz Husain

G09

French Connection

EW4A

Haagen Dazs

G61

Forest Essentials

G11

Guess

GR03

Khan Chacha

G13A

Chanel

G39

Bebe

EW16

Keventers

G13B

Bobbi Brown

G38

CK Jeans

G42

Starbucks

G12

Estee Lauder

G37

Thomas Pink

RESTAURANTS - FINE DINING

G16A

Inglot

G19

Burberry Brit

GR02B

KFC

G55

Lancome

G40

Mango

GR02A

Pizza Hut

G48

L’occitane en Provence

G25

Tommy Hilfiger

G49

Mac

GA02

Zara

BAGS, BELTS, FASHION ACCESSORIES &
FOOTWEAR

G51

Sephora

EW15

Happy Socks

GF

Perfume Couture

FOOD, GROCERY & CONFECTIONARY

G43

Clinique

G02A

Passion Cheese

EW11

Shahnaz Husain

G22B

Choko La

G32

Royce

G05

House of Louis Philippe

G65

Modern Bazaar

G59B

Kazo

EW4b

I Say Organic

APPAREL

APPAREL - INTERNATIONAL BRANDS

CAFES & MORE

G03-04

G64B

Massimo Dutti

Body brush,
The Body Shop

Alaturka

G69

Charles & Keith

EW8

CCILU

G17

Aldo

G08

Furla

WATCHES & JEWELLERY
EW6B

Preeti Mohan

G14

Ethos

G10

Swarovski

GF

Watches

G15

Rado

Eyeliner gel,
Inglot

Beaded black
necklace, Da
Milano

Flower head band,
Accessorize

Shimmer
sparkler, The
Body Shop

Braided trilby,
Accessorize

Studded
bracelet,
Swarovski
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BOOKS, GIFTS, MUSIC & CARDS

GF

Perfumerie

Perfume Couture

F70

Wills Lifestyle

F68A

Zodiac

F25-26

W

G68

Robo Bull

EW5B

Being Nirvana

G02B

Happily Unmarried

APPAREL - INTERNATIONAL BRANDS

G08B

Lladro

F03

Massimo Dutti

F38

Aeropostale

F52

Beverly Hills Polo Club

Serviced
Svelte Hotel & Personal
Apartments Suites

LINGERIE
G18

La Senza

LOWER GROUND 1

ELECTRONICS

Lobby B

Rewards Desk

F15

Forever New

EW14A

Lobby C

TJ's Products

F54

Lacoste

F34

Superdry

F53

Levi’s

F35

United Colors of Benetton
T. M. Lewin

Herman Kardon

First Floor
SERVICES, SPECIALITY SHOPS & TRAVEL

ANCHOR & MAJOR SHOPS

F63

Lift
Lobby B

Concierge

FA02

GAP

APPAREL - SPORTSWEAR

EW5B

Rosemoore

F01

H&M

F55

Adidas

FF

PVR Gold Class & PVR Premiere

F58

Asics

BEAUTY & SKINCARE

F30

Nike

F10

The Body Shop

F40

Puma

F77A

Faces

F43

Columbia

F56

Reebok

G63A

Cinemas

PVR Ticket Counter

G62

Pharmacy

Guardian
GNC Livewell

G60

Travel Shop

TUI Travel

GF

Manager on
Duty Desk

G22A

Opticals &
Sunglasses

Sunglass Hut

APPAREL
F05

Allen Solly

APPAREL - RESORTWEAR

F01A

Allen Solly Women

F17A

F12

Pantaloons

APPAREL - ETHNICWEAR

F57

Van Heusen Women

F79

Shivan & Narresh
L’affaire

Statement
necklace,
Da Milano

Statement ring,
Accessorize

Butterfly
clips,
Accessorize
Kaftan,
Accessorize

Gold clutch,
Dune

Leather
sling bag,
Accessorize

Statement
necklace, Da
Milano

Lip colours, Bobby Brown
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FIND YOUR WAY

/STORE DIRECTORY

EASY TO LOCATE
CAFES & MORE

F11

Renee Jewellers

F62

Barista Lavazza

F16B

Swatch

F27

Scaled Model
Replicas &
Hobby Toys

FF

Sushiya

F65

The Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf

BOOKS, GIFTS, MUSIC & CARDS

FF

Tattoo Art

F18

Crossword

FF Balcony

F73

F72

Nappa Dori

Shoe & Bag
Repair

Mr. Pronto

The Kathi’s

F74

Krispy Kreme

ELECTRONICS

F22A

Watches

Tissot Service
Center

F69B

Writing
Instruments

William Pen

RESTAURANTS - FINE DINING

F02

Croma

F48A

F21

Digital House

KIDS & INFANT CARE

F29

Samsung

F36

F37

Imagine

Amici
Chicco

BAGS, BELTS, FASHION ACCESSORIES &
FOOTWEAR

Modelart

HOME & LIFESTYLE
F61

Second Floor

Kitchen & More by CCDS

F78A

Accessorize

F78B

Pavers England

F69A

Tresmode

S06

Goodearth

F14

Da Milano

SERVICES, SPECIALITY SHOPS & TRAVEL

SA02

Homestop

F64

Nine West

F68B

Dayal Opticals

S25

Mothercare

F-09

Steve Madden

Opticals &
Sunglasses

F67

Hidesign

F60

Opticals &
Sunglasses

Rite Sight

F59

Satya Paul Accessories

F69B

William Penn

F33

Dune

Writing
Instruments

F17B

Aldo Accessories

F19

Liquor Shop

La cave

WATCHES & JEWELLERY
F48

Seiko*

F63

Tissot

ANCHOR & MAJOR SHOPS

BEAUTY & SKINCARE
S32

Novalash

APPAREL - SPORTSWEAR
S17B

F23B

Nail Bar

Simar’s Nail Bar

FF

Cinemas

PVR Gold Class
& PVR Premiere

FF

Pots & Plants

Green India

Adidas Kids

APPAREL - ETHNICWEAR
S11B

Fabindia

RESTAURANTS - FINE DINING
S05

Sattvik

Metal heart
sunglasses,
Accessorize

Sparkling
dust, Inglot

Green tote,
Dune

Matt lipsticks,
Inglot

Red nail
lacquer, MAC

Face blush
palette, Inglot
Red Musk
perfume,
The Body Shop
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S02A

Burger King

SA02

Homestop

S10

Joy Luck Moon Chinese
Restaurant

S30A2

Maspar

S09

Mamagoto

S30B1

Le Creuset

S18

Punjab Grill

S11A

Oma

S01

My Square

S12B

Yum Yum Cha

S14

Johnny Rockets

S21

Geoffrey’s

S02B

Harry’s

Third Floor
Select CITYWALK Store Directory
3rd Floor ENTERTAINMENT Hangout
3rd Floor KIDS & INFANT
CARE

BOOKS, GIFTS, MUSIC & CARDS
S12A

Momentz

S13B

Kriti Creations

S29B

Om Book Shop

S15

Gifts of Love

Fifth & Sixth Floor

ELECTRONICS

KIDS & INFANT CARE
S23

Sucre d’Orge & Cie

S33

Tommy Hilfiger
Childrenwear

S28

UCB

S27

U.S. Polo Assn

S25-26

Mothercare

SF

M Zone

Select CITYWALK Store Directory

FOOD, GROCERY & CONFECTIONARY
SF

Cookie Man

SF

Movenpick

BAGS, BELTS, FASHION ACCESSORIES &
FOOTWEAR

SPECIALITY SHOPS & TRAVEL

S16B

Bagzone

SF

Pet Accessories

Heads up for Tails

S17A

Footkraft

S15

Stationary

Gifts of Love

S16A

Delsey

SF

Nail Bar

Nails N More

SF

You Shine

S29A

Salon

Geetanjali

S31

Salon

Looks

S30B2

Spa

Aroma Thai

HOME & LIFESTYLE
S06

Goodearth

Baby Oye

5th &
6th
Floor

HEALTH CLUB

5th
Floor
Office
Tower

WELLA

Fitness First
Platinum

* Stores coming soon
** Stores Newly opened
*** Newly Opened Highstreet Stores

Face blush,
Inglot
Patchwork
duffle ,
Accessorize

Pack of lipsticks,
Bobbi Brown

Red lipstick,
MAC

Jersey dress,
Accessorize

Nail colours, Bobbi Brown
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Braided sandal,
Accessorize
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